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Auditor and Admin Guide
Section 1: Overview
Concur Detect by AppZen, which integrates seamlessly with Concur Expense,
leverages Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning to examine expense
reports and receipts. It identifies potential issues of concern while saving the costs
incurred with lengthy manual reviews.

Professional and Standard Expense
Concur Detect by AppZen can be used with both Professional and Standard edition of
Concur Expense.

Terminology
Though the official name of the service is Concur Detect by AppZen, in this guide, it
is also referred to as Concur Detect or simply Detect.
Also in this guide:
•

Any Detect user assigned an auditor authorization/role is referred to as an
auditor.

•

Any Detect user assigned any admin authorization/role is referred to as an
admin.

•

Any Expense user who owns or submits an expense report that is audited in
Detect is referred to as an employee, report owner, or Expense user, if the
distinction is required.

Artificial Intelligence
The Detect artificial intelligence platform specializes in these key areas:
•

Data extraction and understanding

•

Data enrichment and augmentation

•

Behavioral tracking

•

Risk assessment

Through this process, Detect not only emulates human intelligence and reasoning
when it comes to expense auditing, but it does so at a machine scale that is far more
productive and effective than a team of auditors.
With the Detect platform, all expense reports are ingested from Concur Expense and
processed through the Detect engine. It evaluates all expense entries within a report
and assigns a risk score of low, medium, or high. The high-risk expense entries
would require further review from an auditor, while any low- and medium-risk
expenses can be set for auto approval.
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Risk data is compared across all of a company's Concur Expense users and gives
every user an AppZen Compliance Index (ACI) score. This gives the company an
analytical way to compare risk among its Expense users.
Detect uses a combination of deep learning, machine learning, and semantic
modeling to comprise its artificial intelligence platform.

Deep Learning and AppZen
Deep learning allows machines to solve complex problems based on different sets of
training data. In theory, a machine with a deep learning system can watch a TV
cooking show and learn how to cook, or it can watch a mechanic and learn how to fix
a car. Detect uses deep learning for the following:
•

Understanding complex receipts and documents: AppZen applies deep
learning models into different types of receipts (like hotel receipts) to extract
different components from each unique type of document. These include
understanding receipt line items, dates, merchant names, and dollar amounts
while also understanding where these items typically appear on each type of
receipt.
Recent advancements in OCR technology increase the confidence in reading
dates on receipts to allow Detect to use this data if the confidence is high. If
the confidence is low, the input date from the Expense user is used.

•

Understanding natural language: Detect uses deep learning models in
many different languages to understand the context of the text within a
receipt, which is often just a few words on each receipt line item. For
example, the system has learned that a "massage" has strong associations to
a spa and that "pint" has strong association to alcohol.
In more complex cases, AppZen machines also understand the nuances
between words that might have different meanings if used independently or
together. For example, the word "ginger" by itself is associated with food,
"ale" is associated with alcohol, but "ginger ale" has no association to either.

•

Learning from user feedback: User feedback is used to update the learning
model so the system improves over time. For example, over time the Detect
AI has learned when the word "spa" might indicate that a business is actually
a spa (Diane's Day Spa Services) and when it is not a spa (Westin Hotel and
Spa). In the latter case, user feedback has been used to improve the machine
recognition so that when the word "spa" appears as part of a hotel name,
then that merchant is likely not a spa.

Machine Learning and AppZen
Machine learning is typically used to answer binary questions based on training data.
For example, if you have the temperature, pressure, precipitation, humidity, and any
other weather-related measurements for a given day for the past few years, a
machine learning model can be built that uses that information to predict whether it
will rain on that same date in the future.
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For Detect, machine learning is used for the following:
•

Receipt classification: Machine learning is used to classify and identify if a
receipt is a hotel, meal, or any other expense type. With the high volume of
varied receipt types being ingested into the Detect platform over time, the
Detect machines are able to make quick decisions about the type of receipt
based on what it has learned in the past.

•

Attribute extraction: Similar to classification, Detect machines have learned
over time from previous data sets how to extract certain values based on
receipt classification. All receipts, for example, have certain things in
common, like a merchant name, total amount, tax amount, purchase date,
etc. Detect looks for this information and uses it to classify expenses.

Semantic Modeling and Detect
While machine learning guides Detect's AI to the first step of information gathering,
Detect uses a domain model/rule of expenses that models the relationships between
concepts and their attributes. For example, a hotel bill is a type of expense. Once the
Detect machines have recognized that a receipt is from a hotel, it will look for terms
associated with a standard hotel bill, such as the "number of nights," "room rates,"
"mini-bar," "start date," and "end date."
In this example, the Detect AI has learned over time and is able to predict the data
that should be available on a hotel bill.

Section 2: Links and Email Addresses
These pages and emails are referenced in this guide.
Item

Link /Email

AppZen Home Page

https://www.appzen.com/

AppZen Login Page (SSO)

https://cloud1.appzen.com/console/home.html

AppZen Login Page (non-SSO)

https://audit.appzen.com/console/home.html

AppZen Status Page

http://status.appzen.com/

Email address: Admins who
receive AppZen High Risk Daily
Email Notifications

admin@appzen.com

Email address: End user receives
from AppZen when the Request
More Info feature is utilized

noreply@appzen.com

Link: Request More Info - When
the end user clicks the link that is
located in the body of the email,
the user is directed here.

https://cloud1.appzen.com/console/userInfoRply.html?t
oken=

Email Address: AppZen “Forgot
Password”

support@appzen.com
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Section 3: IMPORTANT – Restrictions
Expense reports will not import into Detect for the following reasons:
•

Emojis added to the report name

•

500 or more attendees per expense

•

Policies/Workflows changed during report submission

•

Approver modified during report submission

Section 4: Auditor Tasks – Workbench
Overview – The Workbench
Once you sign in to Detect, you will be directed to the main workbench page. Here is
where you can view all expense reports from the last two months.

Access the Workbench
To access the workbench, in the left menu, click Audit > Expense Reports.

NOTE: In the left menu, the options that appears depend on your assigned
authorization/role. Your menu may be different from the one shown above.
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Columns
RISK INDICATOR AND PENDING COLUMN

The risk indicator shows the risk level of the report. The red dot indicates a change.

The Pending column shows how long the expense report has been in Needs Review
status.

ASSIGNEE COLUMN
The Assignee column displays the auditor assigned to act on the expense report. If
the company uses the Report Assignment feature, then this column is used to assign
the auditor who is responsible for processing the expense report.
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Refer to the Use the Report Assignment Feature section of the guide, where
the feature is fully described.

In the Assignee column:
•

Auditors will see the Assign to me link so they can self-assign the report.
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•

Detect users who are given the Auditor Lead authority can use the column to
assign, reassign, unassign, or self-assign an expense report. The lead clicks in
the column. The available options appear. The lead clicks the desired auditor.

NOTE: Only ten Auditors will display at a time.

REPORT NUMBER COLUMN
This column displays:
•

The Concur Expense Report ID, which is a link you can click to access the report
details

•

The expense report name

•

The

icon, which you can click to view report history
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SUBMISSION DATE COLUMN
This column displays the date the expense report was submitted for approval.

If the expense report has been resubmitted, the
date.

icon appears to the right of the

REPORT TOTAL COLUMN
This column displays the report total and reimbursement currency.
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USER NAME COLUMN
This column displays the report owner's name and AppZen User ID.

AUDIT STATUS COLUMN
This column displays Detect's statuses.

Audit Status

Status Description

Automated Audit
Approved

When the report is auto-approved based on the workflow
configuration settings

Manual Audit Approved

When the auditor approves the report

Manual Audit Rejected

When the auditor rejects the report

Needs Review

Indicates that this report needs to be reviewed by the auditor

Pending Auto Audit

When the report is pending audit.

Request More Info

Auditor selected RMI within the expense report
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Audit Status

Status Description

Sent for Review

Review in Concur has been selected by the auditor
When the auditor selects Review in Concur, the report moves
out of Pending External Validation status to the customer's next
step in the Concur workflow, removing any of the detect
exception codes (Detect1/Detect2/Detect3) from this report.

WORKFLOW COLUMN
This column displays Concur Expense's workflow statuses.

NOTE: This is not a comprehensive list. There are several other statuses that may
appear, based on features enabled by the customers.

ORG COLUMN

This column displays the organization associated with the expense report.
Organizations in Detect are defined as the employee's country/reimbursement currency.
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Choose or Change Queues
If your company uses the Audit Queue feature, then queues will be available to you.
Queues are groups of expense reports that meet criteria defined by your company's
Expense Queue Admin. Once the queue has been created, then auditors are assigned
to queues and/or individual expense reports by the Expense Queue Admin or auditor
leads. Reports will only appear within the queues once they are within the “Needs
Review” status (post deployment).



Refer to the Audit Queue section of the guide, where the feature is fully
described.

All auditors have two default queues:
•

Assigned to me: Lists all expense reports that are currently assigned to you

•

All audit reports: Lists all expense reports that can be accessed by you; you
can self-assign expense reports in this list

The audit queue list shows all queues to which you have been assigned (in addition
to the two default queues). They show the queue name, criteria, and the associated
auditor lead(s).

 To use a queue:
1. Click the list in the upper-left corner of the workbench.
2. Click the desired queue.
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Choose the Date Range
By default, the date range includes the previous two months.

 To choose a date range for the expense reports to audit:
1. In the Date Range section of the workbench, select the desired starting and

ending dates.

2. Click Apply Date Range. The page refreshes, showing the expense reports

that fall within the selected range.
To return to the default of the previous two months, click Reset.

Search and Sort
Use the column headers and the text boxes below them to search and sort.

 To search:
To search, for example, by report number, enter all or part of the expense report
number in the text box below the column header.
To return to the default, clear the field.

 To sort:
For those columns that include the at the right side (Pending and Submission
Date above), click the icon to sort ascending or descending.
Click again to reverse the sort order.

Use Simple and Advanced Filters
You can use simple and advanced filters to better focus on the desired expense
reports.
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Use Simple Filters
The Filter By section is located just above the column headers.

 To filter:
1. To filter by risk level, click the High Risk, Medium Risk, and/or Low Risk

check boxes. The filtered expense reports display.
2. To filter by re-submission status, click the Resubmit check box. The

resubmitted expense reports display.

Use Advanced Filters
There are three fields you can use to create single- or multi-line filters:
•

The first field provides filter options, as detailed below.

•

The second field shows operators, such as:

•



is or is not to define an "include" or "exclude" filter



greater than, less than, etc. to define amount ranges

The third field provides additional filter criterion.
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CREATE A SINGLE-LINE OR MULTIPLE-LINE FILTER

 To create an advanced filter:
1. In the Advanced Filter field, click the first field to view the available options.

2. Click the desired option.
3. In the second field, select the desired operator. The options that appear (such

as is, is not, equals, is greater than) depend on the option selected in the first
field.
4. For the third field, the options that appear depend on the option selected in

the first field, for example:


If you selected an option such as Report Total in the first field, then based
on the operator you selected in the second field, enter the desired amount
in the third field.



If you selected an option such as Audit Status in the first field, then based
on the operator you selected in the second field, select the desired status
in the third field.
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5. Then:


If the intent is to create a single-line filter, click the
the line, then click Apply Filters.



If the intent is to create a multiple-line filter:
•

Click the

at the right end of

at the right end of the line.

Your existing filter moves down, and the fields are cleared and
ready for entry.

•

Complete the three fields again, as described above.

•

Repeat as many times as desired for additional filters.

•

When done, click Apply Filters.

REMOVE FILTERS
To remove an individual filter, click the X at the right side of the desired filter.
To remove all filters, click Remove All Filters.
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View the Expense Reports Details Page
To view the details of a specific expense report, click an expense report number from
the workbench. The Expense Reports Details page appears, showing the reportlevel and expense entry-level details.

Report-Level Information
The top portion of the page contains the report-level information.
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COPY THE REPORT NUMBER
Click the copy
icon to the right of the report number to easily copy the report
number. The report number is automatically copied to the clipboard; paste as usual.

VIEW THE REPORT AUDIT HISTORY
Click the history
audit history.

icon to the right of the expense report name to view the report's

VIEW THE REPORT-LEVEL RECEIPT IMAGE
Click the receipt
image (if any).

icon in the upper-right corner to view the report-level receipt
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VIEW REPORT-LEVEL RISK
Click anywhere on the Report Level Risk row to see the model/rule checks
associated with the report.

Click the

icon to see additional information about a model/rule check.
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If auto-approval is enabled, and the report was auto-approved, the auditor can mark
the approval as a false negative or false positive:
•

False Negatives: Reports that Detect has flagged as low risk but should
have been flagged as high risk.

•

False Positives: Reports that Detect has flagged as high risk but should
have been flagged as low risk.

Expense Entry-Level Information
The bottom portion of the page contains the expense entry-level information.
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FILTER BY RISK
Use the Expand Risk By section to filter by risk. By default, the report details are
filtered by high-risk items. Select or clear the High Risk and the Medium Risk
check boxes as desired. To see all items, click show all lines.
NOTE: The default of High Risk is not configurable.

VIEW THE EXPENSE ENTRY-LEVEL RECEIPT IMAGE
Click the receipt
image.

icon on the right side of the expense line to view the receipt

VIEW MODEL/RULE DETAILS AND IMAGE
Click the
icon to see additional information about the model/rule check as well as
the receipt image.
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The Model/Rule Detail information appears.

Note the following:
•

If duplicate receipt images are involved, both images appear in this window.

•

Navigate between model/rule checks using the < All Audit Rule Messages
> arrows at the bottom of panel.

VIEW ADDITIONAL MODELS/RULES
Click the

icon to see additional models/rules associated with the expense entry.
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All models/rules appear.

Return to the Workbench
Click Back in the lower-left corner to return to the workbench.
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Reject a Report
Be aware that when you reject a report, the entire report will be sent back to the
end-user. It is not possible to reject individual expenses (lines).

 To reject a report:
1. Open the desired expense report.
2. On the Expense Report Details page, click Reject in the lower-right corner.

The Auditor Reject panel appears on the right side of the page.
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3. Ensure that all applicable model/rules flagged are set to Yes or No.

(Remember, the entire report will be returned - not just the selected
expenses.)
4. If you select No, the Why are you not rejecting this? list appears.



Refer to the Approve a Report section in this guide for a complete list
of the reasons and definitions.

5. The Response section auto-fills with model/rule details. Edit if necessary.



Refer to Custom Messages for the Response Section in this guide for
additional information about custom messages.

6. When done, click Reject. When you click Reject:


The expense report is rejected.



The Expense user is notified.

Information sent to the Expense user – Reject:

Custom Messages for the Response Section
If custom messages have not been configured, the Response section may pre-fill
with model/rule information (which is editable by the auditor), but no other options
appear. However, if custom messages have been configured, editable pre-filled
information may appear along with the Use Template Message link.
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 To use a custom message:
1. Click the Use Template Message link. The options appear.

2. Select the desired message. The message appears in the Response field

below the pre-filled text (if any).

3. Edit all text as necessary.

Note the following:
•

You can use more than one custom message. The additional messages always
appear below the existing text.

•

The Response field is limited to 2,000 characters. All response text –
whether pre-filled, custom messages, or auditor edits – must adhere to that
limit.

•

Templates are listed at random and not in alphabetical order.
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CONFIGURATION
Configuration information is available in the Functional Admin Tasks section in this
guide.

Approve a Report
 To approve a report:
1. Open the desired expense report.
2. On the Expense Report Details page, click Approve in the lower-right

corner.

The Auditor Approve for Payment panel appears on the right side of the
page.
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3. Select the appropriate reason from the Why do you approve this? list.
Reason

Description

Risk is correct, but inpolicy

Choose this option if the risk is correct, but the expense
is within company policy.
NOTE: This situation is an indication that the company
should review the configuration of the AppZen models/
rules.

False Positive

Choose this option for expenses that are incorrectly
identified as high risk. This feature assists greatly in the
machine learning of the AppZen technology.
Once the expense is marked as a false positive, Detect
will change the risk score within AppZen to Low. The Low
risk will also reflect the proper exception code (DETECT3)
within Concur.

Fixed by user

Choose this option, for example, if the expense was fixed
by the User within Concur and that change was not
reflected within AppZen due to timing.

Exception approved by
management

Choose this option if the risk is correct, but for this
particular instance, an exception is allowed and is being
approved by management.

4. The Response section appears (not shown in the sample above), where you

can enter a comment that will be visible within Concur and will be included
within the email sent to the User.
5. When ready, click Approve for Payment. When you click Approve for

Payment:


The expense report is approved.



An exception code is assigned to the expense report in Concur Expense.



The expense report proceeds to the next step in the Concur Expense
workflow.
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Information sent to the Manager/Approver – Approve:

More Actions: Stop at Manager, Stop at Processor

!

IMPORTANT: These options are not used at this time.

More Actions: Re-Run Audit
You can re-run the audit for an expense report if there were changes to the
configuration that needed to be applied or if the expense report – for some reason –
has been in Pending Auto Audit status for longer than a day.

 To re-run an audit:
1. Open the desired expense report.
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2. On the Expense Report Details page, click More Actions in the lower-right

corner.

3. Click Re-run Audit.

More Actions: Review in Concur
An auditor can request that an expense report and receipt image be reviewed in
Concur Expense.

 To request that a report be reviewed in Concur:
1. Open the desired expense report.
2. On the Expense Report Details page, click More Actions in the lower-right

corner.
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3. Click Review in Concur. The Review in Concur page appears.
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4. In the Why do you approve this? list, select a reason if desired (not

required).
5. Click Review in Concur.

NOTE: This feature can be disabled upon request.

More Actions: Request More Info
Before approving or rejecting an expense report, you can contact the Expense user,
another Expense user (for example, delegate), or the Expense user's manager for
additional information about the expense report.
Note the following:
•

The Request More Info email is sent from noreply@appzen.com instead of the
auditor's email address so that auditors are not contacted directly by users.

•

When an Expense user responds back to a Request More Info request and
provides documentation, those documents will exist only within Detect. Detect
does not change the expense report in Concur Expense, does not append
documents to the report, nor adds notes to the report.

 To request more information:
1. Open the desired expense report.
2. On the Expense Report Details page, click More Actions in the lower-right

corner.
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3. Click Request More Info. The Request More Information page appears.
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4. Complete the fields as appropriate.
Field

Description / Action

Auditor
Comments

Enter the request or ask the question to the desired person.

Include

Select the appropriate check box to include a PDF and to show all
medium/high-risk findings in each expense report.
NOTE: The PDF includes the expense report and all receipt
images.

Send to

Select who will receive the message, either the report owner or
Some Other Employee (for example, delegate). If you select the
Some Other Employee option, another field appears. Enter the
appropriate email address.
Select the CC check box to send a copy of the message to another
person, for example, the user's manager. When you select the
check box, another field appears. Enter the appropriate email
address.
NOTE: Only on CC individual may be added.

5. Click Preview. The message appears.
6. Review the message for accuracy. Modify the email addresses or message

text, if necessary.
7. Click Send. When you click send:


The expense report status changes from Needs Review to Request More
Info.



The email is sent to the designated email address(es).

When the recipient opens the email, they are instructed to click a link to respond –
not to reply to the email itself.
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The link in the email expires when any of the following events occurs:
•

The link has been clicked more than 5-7 times.

•

The link has not been clicked and is over 3 days old.

•

The link has been clicked and a reply has been sent to the auditor.

•

The linked report has been resubmitted.

•

The report has had any action taken on it.

When the recipient clicks the link, another page opens, ready for the recipient to
respond.

The recipient adds the requested comments or documents and clicks Send
Information. A success message appears.
The expense report status changes from Request More Info to Needs Review.
NOTE: To see all comments, look at the expense report history by clicking on the
clock icon next to the expense report.
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More Actions: Add Comments/Document
You can add a comment or document to the report to better describe a situation or
status of an expense report.
NOTE: Any added comments or documents only appear within Detect.

 To add a comment or a document to a report:
1. Open the desired expense report.
2. On the Expense Report Details page, click More Actions in the lower-right

corner.
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3. Click Add Comment/Document. The Add Comment/Document page

appears.

4. Enter the comment and/or attach the document.
5. Click Add.

Use the Report Assignment Feature
The Report Assignment feature allows an expense report to be assigned to a specific
auditor.
•

If the Report Assignment feature is OFF, then any auditor can act on any
expense report.

•

If the Report Assignment feature is ON, then only the assignee can act on the
report. This is to ensure that there is no duplicate effort in auditing expense
reports.
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Depending on the configuration:
•

An auditor can self-assign an expense report.

•

The lead/admin can view the list of assigned expense reports to monitor
progress and can assign, reassign, unassign, and self-assign expense reports
to balance the workload.

Self-Assignment
You can self-assign an expense report using the Assign to me link. There are two
ways to do this. You can:
•

Click the Assign to me link the Assignee column on the workbench.

– or –
•

Open the expense report and click the Assign to me link.
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Monitor Workload
You can view all expense reports that apply to the organization that you are assigned
in your user profile. Using the Assignee filter, you can filter the list to see the
expense reports currently assigned to you.

Assign, Reassign, Unassign, Self-Assign – Auditor Lead or Expense Queue
Admin
Detect users with the Auditor Lead authorization/role or Expense Queue Admin
authorization/role can assign, reassign, unassign, and self-assign expense reports.
When the lead/admin clicks the Assignee field, a list of options appears. The
lead/admin selects the desired auditor from the list.
NOTE: Only 10 Auditors will populate at a time.
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Configuration
NOTE: If your company is interested in using the feature, please create a case with
Concur Detect Support.
With the bulk assignment feature, the Expense Queue Admin will be able to keep
track of auditor workload and streamline workflow. Expense reports that are in
Needs Review status will be selected by default to be bulk assigned and distributed
to auditors.
The auditor responsible for distributing expense reports to other auditors will require
an Expense Queue Admin user role.

 To use bulk assignment:
1. Log in to your account, go to the Audit section on the menu, and click

Expense Reports.

2. To start assigning expense reports to auditors, on the workbench click Bulk

Assign.
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3. The bulk assignment menu is displayed. Notes have been included for each

numbered item in the table below.
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Image
Number

Note:

1

Needs Review: All expense reports that are bulk assigned requires the
status to be in “needs review.”. Reports that are in needs review will be
selected by default if the user does not specify any report status in the
filter.

2

Filters: The queue admin can use the advanced filters to pinpoint specific
expense reports based on risk and/or audit model/rule to bulk assign. The
criteria for the filter will be listed in this section. Please note: The number
of reports to assign to auditors will depend on the filter being used.

3

Date Range: Shows the date range selected from the workbench

4

Reports: An expense queue admin can only bulk assign up to 1000
expense reports at a time. If there are more than 1000 reports that need
to be assigned, click the “x” from the progress overlay and click on the
“bulk assign” button again to assign the remainder of the expense reports
to the auditors.
Unassigned Reports - The total number of expense reports that are
currently unassigned.
Assigned Reports - The total number of reports that are currently
assigned to auditors.

5

Auditors: List of auditors that can action reports, the number next to the
auditor name is the current list of reports that are assigned and in “needs
review” status regardless of the filter and date range selected.

4. After selecting the auditors to whom expense reports will be distributed, click

Assign.

This is a summary and confirmation of the changes.
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5. Click Back to make additional edits. Click Confirm to finalize the assignment;

an overlay showing the progress of the assignment is displayed on the bottom
right-hand corner of the screen.

Once the process is complete, a confirmation message is displayed.

Section 5: Auditor/Admin Tasks – Reporting
Reports can be used to further analyze expense reports or expense entries. You can
view a list of expense reports with low, medium, or high risk, within a specific date
range. In doing so, you can adjust your thresholds and help lower the amount of
high-risk expense reports.
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NOTE: In the left menu, the options that appears depend on your assigned
authorization/role. Your menu may be different from the one shown above.

Report: Expense Report Header Level Risk
This report can be used to analyze the report header-level risk models/rules (for
example, Daily Meal Limit).
The report includes the following:
Column/Field

Description

Expense Report
Number

Unique number assigned to each expense report by Concur Expense

Expense Report Date

Calendar date that the expense report was submitted in Concur
Expense

User ID

ID (email address) of the expense report owner in Concur Expense

Employee ID

ID of the expense report owner in Concur Expense

Cost Center

Cost center against which the expense is submitted

Reimbursement
Amount

Amount of reimbursement requested by the Expense user

Reimbursement
Currency

Currency in which reimbursement is requested

Model Name

AppZen model/rule name

Risk Level

Risk level assigned to the expense entry (high, medium, or low)

Risk Message

Risk message generated by Detect, displayed in the UI that justifies
the risk score assigned by Detect (listed per model/rule per expense
line/entry)

Organization Name

Organization under which the expense report is submitted

Policy name

Policy under which the expense report is submitted

This number is the same in Concur Expense and in Detect.

This is always per organization.
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 To generate the report:
1. In the left menu, click Reports > Generate Reports. The Generate

Reports page appears.
2. Select Expense Report Header Level Risk report and click Go. The

Expense Report Header Level Risk page appears.

3. Select the desired filters and options – completing all required fields.
4. Click Submit. The Report Status page appears, showing you the current

status of the report.
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Report: AppZen Audit Activity Report
This report shows the number of expense reports that were audited in a specified
date range. It also provides details about the auditor that audited each of the
selected expense reports.
The report includes the following:
Column/Field

Description

Expense Report
Number

Unique number assigned to each expense report by Concur Expense

Expense Report Date

Calendar date that the expense report was submitted in Concur
Expense

Expense Report
Timestamp

Time when the expense report was submitted in Concur Expense

Auditor Action

Approved, rejected, or sent for further review

Auditor Action Date

Date when the auditor action was taken

Auditor Action
Timestamp

Time at which the auditor action was taken

Reimbursement
Amount

Amount of reimbursement requested by the Expense user

Reimbursement
Currency

Currency in which reimbursement is requested

Risk Score

Risk level assigned to the expense entry (high, medium, or low)

Auditor

Auditor's email address

Auditor Comments

Comment provided by the auditor to the Expense user

Organization Name

Organization under which the expense report is submitted

Policy Name

Policy under which the expense report is submitted

This number is the same in Concur Expense and in Detect.

All times in Detect are in UTC time zone and cannot be changed.

This is always per organization.
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 To generate the report:
1. In the left menu, click Reports > Generate Reports. The Generate

Reports page appears.
2. Select AppZen Audit Activity Report and click Go. The Audit Activity

Report page appears.

3. Select the desired filters and options – completing all required fields.
4. Click Submit. The Report Status page appears, showing you the current

status of the report.
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Report: Auditor Feedback Report
This report can be used to track the feedback auditors are providing to AppZen for
each high-risk violation identified. The report displays all high-risk violations, the
auditor's feedback on the violation, and comments the auditor provided. AppZen will
use this information to improve detection capabilities and ensure the system is
continuously learning from feedback.
The report includes the following:
Column/Field

Description

Expense Report
Number

Unique number assigned to each expense report by Concur Expense

Expense Report Date

Calendar date that the expense report was submitted in Concur
Expense

Employee Username

Username of the expense report owner in Concur Expense

User ID

ID (email address) of the expense report owner in Concur Expense

Line Number

Line number of the expense that was reported by the auditor

Expense Date

Date the expense was incurred, as indicated by the Expense user on
the expense report

Expense Comment

Comment (or Justification in the UI) for the auditor's feedback as
input in the expense report

Expense Type

As defined in Expense

Reimbursement
Amount

Amount of reimbursement requested by the Expense user

Reimbursement
Currency

Currency in which reimbursement is requested

Model Name

AppZen model/rule name

Unauthorized
Expense Category

Specific category that Detect flags for unauthorized expenses (for
example, Fuel Service, Upgrades)

Risk Message

Risk message generated by Detect, displayed in the UI that justifies
the risk score assigned by Detect (listed per model/rule per expense
line/entry)

Auditor

Auditor's email address

Auditor Action

Approved, rejected, or sent for further review

Risk Rejection
Reason

Reason for rejecting the risk, options include: Exception Approved by
Management, Risk is correct, but in policy, True Positive, False
Positive, Fixed by User

False Rejection
Positive Reason

Reason selected by the auditor when marking the violation as a
"false positive"

This number is the same in Concur Expense and in Detect.

This is always per organization.

The options are different for each violation.
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Column/Field

Description

Auditor Comment to
AppZen

Comment provided by the auditor to AppZen

Organization name

Organization under which the expense report is submitted

Policy Name

Policy under which the expense report is submitted

 To generate the report:
1. In the left menu, click Reports > Generate Reports. The Generate

Reports page appears.
2. Select Auditor Feedback Report and click Go. The Auditor Feedback

Report page appears.
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3. Select the desired filters and options – completing all required fields.
4. Click Submit. The Report Status page appears, showing you the current

status of the report.

Report: Manager Usage Report
The Manager Usage Report provides an easy way to track user activity on Detect.
This report can help monitor how often users, such as auditors or team managers,
sign in to Detect.
The report includes the following:
•

The name of the Detect user and their email.

•

The date and time when they signed in on the platform.

•

The date and time of when they last signed into the platform.

 To generate the report:
1. In the left menu, click Reports > Generate Reports. The Generate

Reports page appears.
2. Select Manager Usage Report report and click Go. The Manager Usage

Report page appears.
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3. Select the start and end dates.
4. Click Submit. The Report Status page appears, showing you the current

status of the report.

Report: Expense Report Audit Risk Details by Line
This report provides the details of every expense entry that was submitted and
audited by Detect. You can select the date range as well as the risk score.
Recommended best practice is to submit one risk level at a time.
NOTE: This report is very valuable when used to review the amounts of expense
entries that are high-risk and potentially recoverable based on the
reimbursable amount. Best practice is to evaluate reimbursable amounts
instead of total amounts.
The report includes the following:
Column/Field

Description

Expense Report
Number

Unique number assigned to each expense report by Concur Expense

Expense Report Date

Calendar date that the expense report was submitted in Concur
Expense

User ID

ID (email address) of the expense report owner in Concur Expense

Employee ID

ID of the expense report owner in Concur Expense

Cost Center

Cost center against which the expense is submitted

Line Number

Line number of the expense

Payment Type

Payment type for the expense (usually cash or credit)

Expense Date

Date the expense was incurred, as indicated by the Expense user on
the expense report

This number is the same in Concur Expense and in Detect.
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Column/Field

Description

Expense Type

Expense type selected by the Expense user

Merchant Name

Merchant’s business name associated with the expense in Concur
Expense

Transaction Amount

Amount in which the expense was incurred

Transaction Currency

Currency in which the expense was incurred

Reimbursement
Amount

Amount of reimbursement requested by the Expense user

Reimbursement
Currency

Currency in which reimbursement is requested

Model Name

AppZen model/rule name

Risk Level

Risk level assigned to the expense entry (high, medium, or low)

Risk Message

Risk message generated by Detect, displayed in the UI that justifies
the risk score assigned by Detect (listed per model/rule per expense
line/entry)

AppZen Audit Status

AppZen’s audit status

Workflow Status

Workflow status from Concur Expense

Merchant Category

As associated with a card transaction

OCR Code

Internal to AppZen

Unauthorized
Expense Category

Specific category when Detect flags for unauthorized expenses (for
example, Fuel Service, Upgrades)

Organization Name

Organization under which the expense report is submitted

Policy name

Policy under which the expense report is submitted

This is always per organization.

This is always per organization.

 To generate the report:
1. In the left menu, click Reports > Generate Reports. The Generate

Reports page appears.
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2. Select Expense Report Audit Risk Details by Line report and click Go. The

Expense Report Audit Risk Details by Line page appears.

3. Select the desired filters and options – completing all required fields.
4. Click Submit. The Report Status page appears, showing you the current

status of the report.
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Report: AppZen Report Metrics
The AppZen Report Metrics report provides a high-level summary of the expenses
that Detect has audited over a period of time. This report provides a better
understanding of audit trends over time, such as:
•

The number of times high-risk line items are detected and whether that
number is increasing or decreasing over time

•

The number of line items that were marked as false positives and whether
that number is decreasing or increasing over time

The report includes the total number of expense reports and lines processed, the
number of high-risk lines identified, the number of lines marked as false positives,
and the average time it took Detect to audit the expense reports.
NOTE: Best practice is to generate this report over a period of a few months to gain
a better understanding of the audit performance and trends.
The fields provided in this report include the following
Field

Description

# of Expense Reports
Processed

Total number of expense reports that have been audited by
Detect

# of Expense Lines
Processed

Total number of expense lines that have been audited by Detect

# of High Risk Lines
Identified

Total number of high-risk expense lines that have been flagged
by Detect

% of High Risk Lines

Percentage of expense lines flagged as high-risk – represented
by the total number of high-risk lines as the numerator and the
total number of lines audited as the denominator

# of Lines Marked as
FPOS

Total number of expense lines that have been marked as falsepositive by an auditor

% of Lines Marked as
FPOS

Percentage of expense lines marked as a false-positive –
represented by the total number of expense lines marked as a
false-positive as the numerator and the total number of expense
lines marked as high-risk as the denominator

Average Audit Time in
Minutes (Under 4
Hours)

Average time it takes Detect to process and audit an expense
report in minutes

% of Reports with 4
Hours+ Audit Time

Percentage of expense reports that took longer than 4 hours for
Detect to process and audit – represented by the total number of
expense reports that took longer than 4 hours to audit as the
numerator and the total number of expense reports audited as
the denominator
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Understanding of High-Risk Trends
AppZen Report Metrics provides any easy way to track high-risk trends over time.
High-risk lines can trend up and down for several reasons. For example, poor
employee behavior or an employee's lack of understanding of the T&E policy can
result in an increase of high-risk expense lines. To help reduce the number of these
high-risk lines, consider additional training for your employees about your company's
T&E policies.
Another reason high-risk expense lines may remain high might be due to an
outdated or overly strict T&E policy. In this case, consider adjusting your T&E policy
and reconfigure some of the Detect models/rules as appropriate.
In both cases, this report offers an opportunity to see the impact of specific changes
and the way those changes can reduce the number of high-risk expense lines.

Identify False-Positive (FPOS) Trends
AppZen Report Metrics offers valuable insight around false-positives, which can occur
for several reasons. Based on the information gathered from this report, the
company can provide feedback to auditors and perhaps adjust auditor behaviors to
help improve the accuracy of the audit over time.
•

False-positive: A false-positive is an expense line that has been marked
incorrectly as a high-risk by Detect. This can occur if the receipt image is of
low quality or for other very practical reasons. For example, assume that the
company's T&E policy allows employees to expense alcohol but not tobacco.
Further assume that an expense is submitted with a receipt that includes a
Cigar City IPA beer. Detect mistakenly identifies the item as a tobacco
product instead of alcohol because the word "cigar" is in the name of the
product.

•

Not false-positive: False-positives are marked manually by an auditor when
reviewing a high-risk expense line. It is important that auditors are marking
false-positives appropriately so that it provides helpful feedback for Detect to
improve the accuracy of its audits.
False-positives are not high-risk expense lines that are flagged correctly but
an expense that is within the company’s policy. For example:


Assume that a company defined gifts as high-risk because all gifts must
be reviewed by an auditor. When a gift is expensed but is acceptable
within the company policy, it should not be marked as a false-positive.



Assume there is a special occasion where the team went for happy hour
and the manager asked one of the team members to pay for the food and
drinks with their card. This expense is also marked correctly but is an
exception that should not be marked as a false-positive.

Regardless of the cause, AppZen Report Metrics provides an overall view of falsepositive trends that will help define the changes that need to occur in order to reduce
the number of FPOS. As Detect (machine learning) continues to learn and as auditors
are guided toward better behavior, the false-positive numbers should improve.
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 To generate the report:
1. In the left menu, click Reports > Generate Reports. The Generate

Reports page appears.

2. Select AppZen Report Metrics and click Go. The AppZen Report

Metrics page appears.
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3. Select the desired date range.

4. Click Submit. The Report Status page appears, showing you the current

status of the report.

Report: Header Level Summary Report
Header level custom fields allow an auditor to obtain additional information from the
expense management system and brings this information into AppZen so auditors
can have a better understanding when investigating spend.
The default out of the box reports display multiple rows of the same Expense Report
in order to display the risk associated with each model/rule and it was a tedious
experience for some auditors, therefore, we created a summary report that focuses
on the header-level, along with reporting on custom fields that may have been
configured.
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The report includes the following:
Column/Field

Description

Expense Report
Number

Report number outlined on the expense report

Report Submission
Date

Date of the expense report submission

Report Name

Name of report that comes from the EMS and into AppZen

User ID

User ID of the employee

Total
Reimbursement
Amount

Total amount of money reimbursed back to the employee

Reimbursement
Currency

The currency the amount was reimbursed in

Report Risk Score

What AppZen flagged either Low, Medium or High

Audit Status
Snapshot

AppZen audit status

Organization Name

Name of Organization expense report belongs to

Policy Name

Name of policy

Custom Field 1

The name of the custom field 1 associated with the field in the
Expense Management System

Custom Field 2

The name of the custom field 2 associated with the field in the
Expense Management System

Custom Field 3

The name of the custom field 3 associated with the field in the
Expense Management System

NOTE: Custom Fields 1 - 3 are for SAP Concur customers only. All other EMS are not
supported.

 To generate the report:
1. Click Reports > Enable Reports. The Summary Reports page is displayed.

2. Turn on the Expense Report Header Level Summary Report.
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3. Click Reports > Generate Reports and select the Expense Report Header

Level Summary Report.

4. To proceed to the next screen, click Go.
5. Select your search criteria; date range, organization, policies, and risk score.
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Section 6: Auditor Tasks – Analytics
The Analytics tools provide a visual representation of audited expense report data.
This tool allows admins to identify trends and patterns in expense report volume and
provides insight into spending behavior.
There are three analytics options:
•

Auditor Dashboard

•

Employee Dashboard

•

Executive Dashboard

Auditor Dashboard
The Auditor Dashboard provides an overview of spend activities with access to details
about the details into each risk score of high, medium, and low.
NOTE: This section briefly describes the sections of the dashboard. The next section
shows you how to use each section, tile, chart, icon, etc.
Filters and options:
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Field

Description

Submission
Date Range

Select by number of days, quarters, month-to-date, year-to-date, or a
specific date range.

Organizations

Select from the organizations to which you have access.

Policies

Select the desired policy.

Report Status

Select the status.

Payment Type

Select the payment methods (Cash, Corporate Card).

NOTE: When changing the date range or other filters, click Apply to refresh the
chart and access the new data.
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Top section of the dashboard:

The following information is available in this section of the dashboard.
Tile/Chart

Description

Total Travel and
P-Card Spend

Total spend

High Risk Detected

Amount expensed for those expense reports needing review that are
flagged as high risk

Amount shown is in the currency of the selected organization, across
all assigned policies.

Amount shown is in the currency of the selected organization.
Reports Requiring
Manual Review /
Total Reports

Count of the expense reports currently requiring action by an auditor
divided by the total number of expense reports currently submitted
into Detect that still require some action in the system

Spend By Expense
Type

Bar chart listing the amount of spend per expense type; line chart
provides the count of the expense lines per expense type



More actions and details are available. Refer to the
steps below.
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Center section of the dashboard:

Merchant Analytics provides information on the top merchant by expense categories.
You can see which merchants are being used most, across expenses.
Bottom section of the dashboard:

The following information is available in the bottom section of the dashboard.
Tile/Chart

Description

Potential High
Risk Spend

Bar chart shows the dollar amount and count for expenses that are high
risk; line chart provides the count of the expense lines per expense type.



below.
Potential
Unauthorized
Spend

Chart shows the expense reports containing an unauthorized expense.
This chart is presented by each unauthorized expense type.



below.
Top Spenders

More actions and details are available. Refer to the steps

More actions and details are available. Refer to the steps

Chart shows the employees in the company that have the highest amount
of reimbursement.



below.

More actions and details are available. Refer to the steps
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Tile/Chart

Description

AppZen
Compliance
Index (ACI)
Score

Chart shows the count of employees that are within the different ranges of
ACI scores.
Ranges are from 0-20, 21-40, 41-60, 61-80, and 81-100.



below.

More actions and details are available. Refer to the steps

 To view the Auditor Dashboard:
1. In the left menu, click Analytics > Auditor Dashboard. The Auditor

Dashboard page appears.
2. In the top section, make the desired selections and click Apply.
3. Hover the

on any tile or chart to gather more information.

4. Hover any bar to see additional details.
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5. Hover the legend to see additional details.
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6. To expand a graph, click the

in the upper-right corner of a graph.

The chart expands to full size, with its own tab.

Experiment with the options – they differ by chart – in the upper-right corner.
Note the following:


Top Spenders: When you click a bar on this chart, you are directed to
the Employee Dashboard for that employee.



AppZen Compliance Index (ACI) Score: When you click a bar on this
chart, the details of all the employees that are in that range appear below
with their individual scores.
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To return the chart to its original size, click the X on the right side of the tab.

Employee Dashboard
The employee dashboard provides details and analytics on each individual employee.
Filters and options:

Field

Description

Employee Name

Search for the desired employee.

Submission
Date Range

Select by number of days, quarters, month-to-date, year-to-date, or a
specific date range.
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Top section of the dashboard:

The following information is available in the top section of the dashboard.
Tile/Chart

Description

Total Spend

Total spend for the employee

High Risk Detected

Amount of high-risk expense reports detected for the employee
This field includes only the amount for high risks that were rejected by
the auditor – not all high-risk detected expenses.

Reports Requiring
Manual Review /
Total Reports
ACI Score
Spend By Expense
Type

Comparative ACI
Histogram
Behavioral Trends

Count of the expense reports currently requiring action by an auditor
divided by the total number of expense reports currently submitted
into Detect that still require some action in the system



Refer to About ACI Scores below.

Employee spend by expense type



More actions and details are available. Refer to the
steps below.



Refer to About ACI Scores below.

Trends, expense amounts, and expense count for the employee

Bottom section of the dashboard:
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The following information is available in the bottom section of the dashboard.
Tile/Chart

Description

Potential High Risk
Spend

Bar chart shows the dollar amount and count for expenses that are
high risk; line chart provides the count of the expense lines per
expense type



More actions and details are available. Refer to the
steps below.
Potential
Unauthorized Spend

Chart shows the expense reports containing an unauthorized expense
This chart is presented by each unauthorized expense type.



More actions and details are available. Refer to the
steps below.

 To view the Employee Dashboard:
1. In the left menu, click Analytics > Employee Dashboard. The Auditor

Dashboard page appears.
2. In the top section, make the desired selections and click Apply.
3. Refer to the information in the previous section about the Auditor Dashboard

for more actions and details.

Executive Dashboard
The Executive Dashboard provides a high-level view of the estimated spend
reduction from expense reports that were rejected by auditors, highlights the total
out-of-policy expenses detected, and provides the number of estimated manual
hours the auditors saved by using Detect to audit and auto-approve low-risk (and
medium-risk if applicable) reports.
The data that drives the dashboard is updated once a day.
NOTE: This report is only visible for users with Functional Admin rights.

Filtering/Views
There are several views and filters available.
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•

Filter – Organizations: Filter to see the metrics of a single organization,
multiple organizations, or all organizations.

•

View – Currency: Viewing by a currency changes the metrics to display the
data in the selected currency. Detect converts all reports to the same
currency to keep the data consistent and easy to understand. In other words,
it will provide a holistic view of global T&E spend by converting expense
reports to a common currency.
Be aware that it does not filter on currency – that is, it converts the metrics
to the selected currency.

The list of available currencies will differ from customer to customer as the list
is based on the customer’s organizations. For example, if there are two
available customer organizations (US/USD and GB/GBP), then the customer
will have two currencies available to view the Expense Dashboard (USD and
GBP).
•

View – Time Period: View the metrics over two different time periods: Last
12 months or Last 4 quarters.
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Tile: Reduce Spend
Use the Reduce Spend tile to track total spend savings from rejected expenses.
This metric provides visibility into the Unauthorized Spend model/rule.
Gain visibility to spend savings based on the total amount of rejected expenses over
a period of time. T&E managers can provide this estimated total in spend savings to
stakeholders and the executive team.
When you click the Reduce Spend tile, the Estimated Spend Reduction chart
appears.

The spend reduction metrics are calculated with two different variables:
•

Resubmission Delta: This tracks the difference between the total of the
original report that was rejected and the re-submitted report. For example, if
the original report that was rejected was a total of $100.00 and after it was
re-submitted the total is $75.00, then the savings would be $25.00.

•

Rejected, Non-Resubmitted: This tracks the total amount of a report that
was rejected and not re-submitted.

You can also view the actual monthly report detail. To view the estimated spend
reduction by month, click any bar on the chart. Click the light blue portion of the bar
to see the Resubmission Delta category; click the darker blue section of the bar to
see the Rejected, Non-Resubmitted category. The detail appears, showing the
reports that contributed to the total amount of spend reduction within the selected
category.
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NOTE: The Amount field (right-most column) represents the current total amount of
the report. Therefore, when viewing the report breakdown of the
Resubmission Delta, the total amount will not be representative of the delta
between the original report and the resubmitted report.

Tile: Comply with Policy
Use the Comply with Policy tile to track the total amount of out-of-policy spend.
Gain visibility to the total number of expense reports that were submitted with outof-policy expenses and the total amount these out-of-policy expenses by category.
These metrics provide insights for T&E managers to see which out-of-policy expenses
account for the most spend so they can quickly identify problem areas and take
action to address poor spending behavior.
When you click the Comply with Policy tile, the Top 10 Out-of-Policy Spend by
Category chart appears.
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The metrics are calculated by adding up the total amount of each expense marked as
a high-risk for out-of-policy spend.
To view the out-of-policy spend by month by a specific category, click the desired
bar in the chart. A new bar chart appears below the original chart, providing a month
to month view of the category selected.
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Tiles: Streamline Process
Use the Streamline Process (Auto-approved Reports and Estimated Manual
Hours) tiles to track audit process savings.
Gain a better understanding of audit process savings with the use of Detect. These
charts deliver metrics that help companies better track process improvements with
the help of AI-based auditing, including visibility of the total number of reports and
total amount of spend that was audited and auto-approved by Detect as well as an
estimated number of hours saved based on the total number of lines audited and
auto-approved by Detect.
When you click either Streamline Process tile, the following appears:
•

Auto-Approved Amount: This shows the total amount of the reports that
were auto-approved over a selected period of time.

•

Auto-Approved Expense Ratio: This shows the ratio of auto-approved
reports over the total reports submitted. Auto-approved reports are typically
low- and medium-risk reports.

•

Estimated Manual Hours: This metric represents the estimated time it
would have taken an auditor to review the total reports auto-approved by
Detect.
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To view the auto-approved reports by month, click the desired bar in the chart. A list
appears below the original chart.

Print a PDF
To download a PDF of the Executive Dashboard, click the Reports button in the
upper-right corner.

This PDF includes an overview of the four tiles at the top of the Executive Dashboard
and the charts from the selected tile. For example, if the Reduce Spend tile is
selected, then the PDF will only show the Estimated Spend Reduction bar chart.
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About ACI Scores
The ACI score graph is the AppZen behavioral index. This score is calculated by
analyzing expense report spend, violations, and other non-compliance patterns
detected from the employee's expense reports. The score ranges from 0 to 100 with
0 being the most compliant and 100 being the least compliant.
ACI is only tracked over a rolling 3-month period. What this means is that as of
September 1, you would only see calculated ACI Scores for June 1 to August 31. The
scores are compiled on a monthly basis, and there is an automated process that
pushes them through into Detect.
How ACI is calculated, initially when an expense report is submitted and is high risk,
this would cause a person's ACI to go up; however, the actions that an auditor takes
can affect that. For example:
•

If the auditor marks the item as a false positive, then the risk score would
drop along with the ACI score.

•

If the auditor marks the item as a true positive but it is approved by
management, then Detect does not give this is a score because it is approved
in some capacity and, therefore, we would assume not against policy in this
case.
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Section 7: Queue Admin Tasks
Audit Queue
The Audit Queue feature allows an admin to create custom queues. This way, they
can ensure that expense reports are directed to auditors with the appropriate
responsibility levels and skills. Auditors can also quickly view and act on the expense
reports within the queues assigned to them.
To use the Audit Queue feature, the expense queue admin:
•

Defines the name of the queue

•

Sets parameters used to filter the expense reports that appear in the queue;
the admin can define as many parameters as desired

•

Assigns auditors who can view the queue; the admin can assign specific
auditors or allow all auditors to act on the reports in the queue

•

Assigns the auditor lead(s) for the queue; the auditor lead manages the
workload of all auditors in the specified queue. They can assign/reassign any
expense reports in the queue to any auditor assigned to the queue. They can
also unassign expense reports in the queue.

All of these tasks are described below.
NOTE: An expense report can appear in more than one queue, if it meets the queue
criteria. However, once a report is assigned to an auditor, it cannot be
assigned in any other queues.
Reports will only appear within the queues once they are within the Needs
Review status.
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Create an Audit Queue
This task is completed by Detect users with the Expense Queue Admin
authorization/role.

 To create a queue:
1. In the left menu, click Audit > Queue Management.

2. Click Create Queue. The Create Queue page appears.
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3. In the Audit Queue Title section, enter the title for the queue. This name

will be visible to auditors; make the name as descriptive as possible.
4. In the Meet ALL of the following requirements section:


In the first field, make the desired selection.
Parameter

Description

Report
Organization

Organization within which the expense report is submitted

Policy

Policy under which the expense report is submitted
Note the following:
• You must select the organization before selecting a

policy.

• You can select only one policy at a time.

Report Total

Reimbursement amount claimed greater than, less than, or
equal to the input number

Risk Score

Report-level risk score identified by Detect (Low, Medium,
High), based on the highest level risk for that expense
report

Rule Name (High
Risk)

Model/Rule for which the risk score has been defined as
High

Rule Name
(Medium Risk)

Model/Rule for which the risk score has been defined as
Medium

Rule Name (Low
Risk)

Model/Rule for which the risk score has been defined as
Low

Resubmit

Expense report has been sent back to the Expense user or
was rejected and the Expense user has re-submitted the
report for further review



In the second field, select the desired operator.



In the third field, make the desired selection or enter the appropriate
information, based on the selections you made in the first two fields.



To add another parameter, click Add.



Add as many parameters as needed to ensure the desired expense reports
are included in the queue.
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5. In the Available for section, define who can access the queue. To do so,

select one of these:


All Auditors: Select this option to allow all auditors to act on the expense
reports in this queue.



Only these auditors: Select this option to allow selected auditors to act
on the expense reports in this queue. Then, select the desired auditors.

6. In the Auditor Lead section, define the auditor lead(s). To do so, select one

or more leads.
7. Click Save.

Access the Queues
 To access the queues:
1. In the left menu, click Audit > Expense Reports.

2. Click the queue list at the top of the page
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Working with Queues
Auditors
All auditors have two default queues:
•

Assigned To Me: Lists all expense reports that are assigned to the current
auditor

•

All Audit Reports: Lists all expense report that can be accessed by the
current auditor; auditors can self-assign expense reports in this list

Any other queues that appear in this list are those that the auditor can access. The
queues in this list show the queue name, criteria, and the associated lead(s).

Auditor Lead
The auditor lead manages the workload of all the auditors in this specific queue.
They can assign or reassign any expense report in the queue to any auditor assigned
to the queue. They can also unassign or self-assign expense reports in the queue.

Expense Queue Admin
Detect users with the Expense Queue Admin authorization/role can access any queue
and can assign, reassign, unassign, or self-assign any expense report.

Edit and Delete Queues
For editing, any expense queue admin can edit any queue.
For deleting, when you delete a queue, reports in that queue becomes part of All
Audit Reports or to any other queue where they meet the queue criteria.
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 To edit a queue:
1. In the left menu, click Audit > Queue Management.

2. Then:



To edit:
•

Click the
icon at the right side of the page. The Edit Queue
page appears.
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•

Make the desired changes.

•

Click Save.

To delete, click the X at the right side of the page.

Section 8: Admin Tasks
Add a Detect User
Best practice is to always search for the user before adding. The user may already
exist. If you find the user, edit the user information as necessary. If you do not find
the user, then you may add them.

 To add a Detect user:
1. In the left menu, click System Admin > Users. This menu is only available

to users with System Admin rights.

2. Click Create New User. The New User page appears.
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3. Complete the fields as appropriate.
Field

Description / Action

User ID

Enter the Detect user's email address.

User
Authentication

Select External if using SSO. Then, a password is not required.

First Name

Enter the Detect user's first name.

Last Name

Enter the Detect user's last name.

Email Address

Enter the Detect user's email address.

Start Date

Enter the Detect user's start date.

End Date

Enter the Detect user's end date. If unknown, enter 2099.

Otherwise, select Local.

4. In the Authorization section of the page, select the Detect user's

authorization level.

Option

Description / Action

System Admin

This Detect user can add, create, and edit Detect users and their
authorization/role.
NOTE: Once assigned this authorization, all organizations are
automatically visible to the Detect user.
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Option

Description / Action

Functional Admin

This Detect user can:
• Edit audit configurations and workflows
• Add exceptions
• Enable/Disable customer organizations
• Create/Edit rejection templates
• Create/Add custom fields

Once assigned this authorization, all organizations are
automatically visible to the Detect user.



For more information about the Functional
Admin, refer to Functional Admin Tasks in this guide.
Auditor

This is the most common authorization level.
This Detect user can:
• View the Audit workbench
• Approve and reject expense reports
• Use the reporting feature
• Access analytics

Manager

Do not use.

Auditor Read
Only

This Detect user can:
• View the audit workbench
• Access the reporting feature and analytics

This Detect user cannot perform any actions.
Expense Queue
Admin

This Detect user can:
• Create, edit, and delete queues
• Assign auditors to queues
• Assign auditor leads to queues
• Assign, unassign, and reassign expense reports to auditors
• Can self-assign expense reports

NOTE: A Detect user assigned this authorization must also be
assigned the Auditor authorization.

NOTE: A Detect user can also be an auditor lead. This is not an assigned
authorization/role like those shown above. Instead, it is a permission
assigned by the Expense Queue Admin. The auditor lead manages the
workload of auditors by managing the queues. The lead can assign,
unassign, reassign, and self-assign expense reports. There can be
multiple leads assigned to the same queue.
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5. Scroll down to the bottom to select the Detect user's organization settings:

All organizations are located in the User Organizations Settings section. To
allow the Detect user to access all organizations, select all organizations.
Otherwise, clear the check boxes for the organizations the Detect user cannot
access.
NOTE: All Functional Admin and System Admins – by design – have visibility
to all organizations. An admin cannot restrict that visibility using these
check boxes.

Edit Detect User Information
 To edit:
1. In the left menu, click System Admin > Users.
2. Click the

icon to the left of the desired Detect user. The User Details page

appears.
3. Make the desired changes using the field descriptions in the Add a User

section in this guide.
4. Click Update.
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Deactivate a Detect User
You cannot delete a Detect user, but you can deactivate a Detect user.

 To deactivate:
1. In the left menu, click System Admin > Users.
2. Click the

icon to the left of the desired Detect user. The User Details page

appears.
3. Change the End Date to the date the user should be deactivated.
4. Click Update.

Section 9: Functional Admin Tasks
The Concur Detect User granted the Functional Admin permission can complete these
tasks:
•

Edit audit model/rule configurations

•

Edit auto-approvals

•

Edit exceptions

•

Edit expense types

•

Activate/Deactivate organizations

•

Edit reject template messages

NOTE: Customers who do not have a Functional Admin can contact their SAP Concur
contact for assistance with these tasks.
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Edit Audit Model/Rule Configurations
 To manage audit model/rule configurations:
1. In the left menu, click Expense Setup & Admin > Audit Models

Configuration.

2. Select the desired organization.
3. Click the

icon to the left of the desired model/rule.
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4. To edit a model/rule, make the desired changes and click Save.

5. To activate or deactivate a model/rule, change Change Status to Active or

Inactive as desired and click Save.

!

IMPORTANT: Updates to other organizations must be completed
individually. To affect a different organization, select from the Organization list
and complete the steps again.

Edit Auto-Approvals
 To manage auto-approvals:
1. In the left menu, click Expense Setup & Admin > Audit Workflow

Configuration.
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2. Select the desired organization.

3. Click the

icon for the Auto Approval Rule.
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4. In the Enable Auto Approval field, select the check box for the desired risk

level.

5. To activate or inactivate, change Enable Auto Approval to On or Off as

desired and click Save.
NOTE: This can only be done after the workflow has also been updated in
Concur Expense. Coordinate with SAP Concur before taking that
action. Best practice is to have Low and Medium risks auto-approved.

!

IMPORTANT: Updates to other organizations must be completed
individually. To affect a different organization, select from the Organization list
and complete the steps again.

Edit Exceptions
Exceptions are supported for these models/rules:
•

Automated Receipt Verification (configuration by expense type)

•

Restaurant Price Check (configuration by expense type)

•

Unauthorized Expenses (configuration by expense type, trip length, and
persons)
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 To manage exceptions:
1. In the left menu, click Expense Setup & Admin > Audit Models

Configuration.

2. Select the desired organization.
3. Click the

icon to the left of one of these:



Automated Receipt Verification



Restaurant Price Check



Unauthorized Expenses

4. Scroll to the bottom of the page to the Exceptions section.
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5. Click Add New Exception.

6. Make the desired selections and click Save.

Once saved, new icons appear.

7. To edit an exception, click the

icon. Make the desired changes and click

Save.
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8. To delete an exception, click the x icon.

!

IMPORTANT: Updates to other organizations must be completed
individually. To affect a different organization, select from the Organization list
and complete the steps again.

Edit Expense Types
 To manage expense types:
1. In the left menu, click Expense Setup & Admin > Expense Types.

2. Select the desired organization.
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3. Click the

icon to access the expense types.

This page appears.

4. To add a new expense type:
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In the Expense Type field, select the Concur expense type.
NOTE: Do not use these characters in this field: & < >



In the AppZen Expense Type list, select the AppZen categorized
expense type.
NOTE: During the setup process, all SAP Concur expense types are
imported into Detect and are each assigned an AppZen category.
The categories are then used to provide information to the AI
technology, including which type of receipt logic to use, based upon
the expense type that is being utilized. Aside from the receipt logic,
there are also back-end "rules" that pertain to each category. For
example, the Mileage category does not include a receipt, the
Miscellaneous category will utilize inferred expense types, etc.



In the Description field, enter the description.
NOTE: Do not use the characters & < > in this field. Once the Policy has
been mapped, if any additional Expense Types are added within
Concur, they will also need to be added within AppZen manually.



Click Add New Expense Type. The new expense type appears in the list
of expense types.



Click Close.

5. To edit an existing expense type, select the existing type and make the

desired change and click Close.
6. To delete an expense type, click the delete icon on the left side of the line and

click Close.

!

IMPORTANT: Updates to other organizations must be completed
individually. To affect a different organization, select from the Organization list
and complete the steps again.

Activate/Deactivate Organizations
Organizations populate, by reports submitted with that organizations’ specific
country/currency.

 To manage organizations:
1. Using the steps in the sections above, ensure that the organization has been

configured in the model/rule set.
2. Using the steps in the sections above, ensure that the expense types have

been mapped.
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3. In the left menu, click Expense Setup & Admin > Customer

Organizations.

4. In the Enabled column, ensure the field is ON.
5. To disable an organization, in the Enabled column, ensure the field is OFF.

Edit Reject Template Messages
 To create a group and messages:
1. In the left menu, click Expense Setup & Admin > Reject Template

Message.
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2. Click Create Group.

NOTE: Groups are used to categorize and organize messages.

In this sample, the "groups" that appear are Duplicate Responses or
Receipt Verification Responses.
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3. In the Group Name field, enter the group heading.

4. Enter as many messages as desired by clicking Add for additional messages.
5. Click Save.

 To edit or delete messages and/or groups:
1. On the Reject Template Message Setting page, click the

icon for the

desired group.
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This page appears.

2. To add more messages to the group, click Add. Complete the fields and click

Save.
3. To edit a message or group name, make the desired changes and click Save.
4. To delete a message, click the icon to the left of the message and click Save.

NOTE: There is no confirmation message. If you deleted the message in error,
click Cancel.
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5. To delete the group, click Delete.

NOTE: The Rejection Template Messages do not appear alphabetically or in
the order they were created. They are randomized.

Section 10: Support
Please reach out to your SAP Concur contact to have a case created with Concur
Detect Support.

Section 11: Suggestions and Feedback
Customers can provide feedback for future iterations and improvements to the
platform. Detect users will be able to engage with AppZen by sending a message
within the messenger window.

 To send a suggestion:
1. Click the icon in the lower-left corner of any page.
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2. The message box appears.

3. Enter your suggestion.

NOTE: This messenger is not a support channel. If you require support, please follow
your current procedures.
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Section 12: Models/Rules
Descriptions
Below is a list of the models/rules available for best practice configuration.
Rule

Description

Example

Amount
Verification

Use this model/rule to detect if an expense entry is
over the limit defined for cash and credit expenses.
Expense entries above the limit are flagged.

Any expenses (cash or
credit) over $25,000
will be flagged.

Amount
Verification
by Expense
Type

Use this model/rule to detect if an expense entry is
over the limit defined for cash and credit expenses
for each expense type. Risk scores can be set by
expense type.

If an employee
purchases concert
tickets {Expense Type:
Entertainment} for a
customer event that
exceed $1,000, the
expense entry will be
flagged.

Limits are checked at the attendee level.

AntiCorruption
and Bribery
Check

Use this model/rule to detect if an attendee is a
politically exposed or politically denied person. This
rule helps keep track of attendees and checks for
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 (FCPA)
violations.
NOTE: FCPA states that is it illegal for companies
and their supervisors to influence foreign officials
with any personal payments or rewards.

If a receipt is
submitted for a
business dinner with
an attendee who has
been flagged for FCPA
bribery violations, the
expense will be
flagged.

Detect looks at news sites, government databases,
Politically Exposed Persons (PEP) lists, and
databases that have been created to store PEP
information. Detect finds an Expense user that
purchased a meal for a politically exposed person,
which helps you keep track of and prevent any
FCPA violations.
Automated
Receipt
Verification

Use this model/rule to detect receipt
inconsistencies. This rule analyzes 100% of receipts
to verify amounts, dates, and currency and
compares to the data entered by the user.
IMPORTANT: Any expense type mapped to Tolls,
Gratuity, and Mileage will not require a receipt
within Detect, by design.
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$100 is submitted
without a receipt or
with a mis-matching
total on the receipt,
the expense will be
flagged.
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Rule

Description

Example

Credit Card
Check on
Cash Lines

Use this model/rule to detect – for cash/out-ofpocket expenses – if the user used a personal credit
card in lieu of a corporate card, or if the user used a
corporate card and is trying to expense the
transaction as cash.

If an expense is
marked as Cash and
the receipt is showing
as a credit card
transaction, the
expense entry will be
flagged.

If a personal credit card is used instead of a
corporate card, the expense is marked as high risk.
Detect determines the credit card type by analyzing
the receipt.
IMPORTANT: If the personal credit card vendor is
the same vendor as the corporate card, it will not
be flagged.
Daily Meal
Limit Check

Use this model/rule to detect if the user's daily meal
cost is greater than the defined limit. This rule
reviews data across all reports from a user and
attendees and then totals all meals within the same
day.

If an expense exceeds
the daily limit, the
expense will be
flagged.

Duplicate
Across
Reports

Use this model/rule to detect duplicate expense
entries and/or duplicate receipt images, across all
expense reports. It will look for duplicates within an
employee's reports and it will look for duplicates
across the reports of all other employees.

If an Expense user
submits a receipt for
reimbursement, and
then again, a week
later as part of
monthly expenses, it
will be flagged in the
second (and any
subsequent) report.

NOTES:
• The receipt image submitted to the report will

appear alongside the receipt image that has
been identified as a duplicate of the receipt
submitted.

• Detect does not include voided reports in the

check.

Duplicate
within a
Report

Use this model/rule to detect duplicate expense
entries within the same report.

Expense Age
Check

Use this model/rule to detect if the date of
submission is beyond the allowed submission date
range.

If a receipt from
December 2017 is
submitted in a June
2018 report, it will be
flagged due to age
limitation.

Merchant
Category
Check

Use this model/rule to detect if the associated
merchant has any association with questionable
activity, including adult entertainment, movie
theaters, spas, golf, etc. Detect searches the web
and social review sites such as Yelp, using the
merchant's Merchant Category Code (MCC).

If an expense is
submitted and the
vendor is associated
with a configured nonallowable merchant
type, it will be flagged.
An example of a nonallowable Merchant
Type is a Gentlemen’s
Club.

NOTE: Detect does not include voided reports in
the check.

IMPORTANT: The customer can select from the
existing list but cannot add their own
category/merchant. The Merchant Category cannot
be tied to an expense type.
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Rule

Description

Example

NonConforming
Receipt

Use this model/rule to identify unusual or irregular
receipts, including images that lack clarity, images
that are difficult to read, or images that are not
receipts at all.

Detect reviews the
image and checks for
irregularities, such as:

It can be difficult to read receipts where the photos
have been taken from a distance or pasted on a
sheet of paper as the text on the receipt itself can
be impossible to read.
Regardless of the reason (unclear, uncharacteristic,
or poorly formatted), best practice is for auditors to
review non-conforming receipts to verify that the
attached image is an acceptable receipt for
reimbursement.

• Unclear or blurry

receipt image

• Uncharacteristic

receipt image

• Poorly formatted

receipt image

Note the following:
• Risk Level: The risk level assigned by Detect is

based on confidence. Any receipt image that
appears to be a non-conforming receipt will be
marked as either medium or high-risk. If Detect
has a high level of confidence that the receipt
image appears to be irregular, it will mark the
line-item as high-risk. If Detect has a medium
level of confidence, then it will mark the lineitem as a medium-risk.
• Threshold Amount: Receipts that are

identified as non-conforming will be flagged as
medium- or high-risk depending on the
threshold set within the Receipt Verification
model/rule. To change the threshold, navigate
to the Receipt Verification model/rule and make
the desired change.

• Parking Ticket Exception: When enabled, this

model/rule will check all receipt images
submitted for each expense type except the
parking ticket expense type.

• Expense Types Additions: Other expense

types can be added to the exception list. For
example, some customers may make Mileage
expense type an exception if the company
requires the user to provide a screenshot of the
map as evidence of the mileage. Contact SAP
Concur and create a ticket to enable this
exception.
Receipt
Itemization
Verification

Use this model/rule to detect if the user has
submitted an itemized receipt for hotel and meal
expenses above a defined limit. Detect looks for
receipt line items with corresponding currency
values.

If a hotel bill is
submitted for total
amount only, it will be
flagged and will ask for
an itemized receipt.

NOTE: This is only for Hotel and Meal receipts.
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Rule

Description

Example

Restaurant
Price Check

Use this model/rule to detect if Meal expenses are
reasonable.

If a meal expense is
submitted with no
attendees for $100, it
will be flagged if the
average cost per
person should be $25
and the set
configuration is set to
3x the average cost
per person.

Merchants are researched on the web to determine
the average price per meal. The AI component of
Detect compares the cost per attendee to the
average price on the website to see if the
user/attendees spent more than the average spend
for that merchant.
Most Common Default Configuration: If the
user/attendees spent more than three times the
average cost for that merchant, the expense entry
will be marked as high risk.
IMPORTANT: Detect does not consider groups that
are already set up in Concur Expense.
Unauthorized
Expenses

Use this model/rule to detect if any charges on the
receipt match a list of unauthorized expenses
identified by the client. The threshold amount is
configurable for each unauthorized category.
IMPORTANT: The list of unauthorized expenses is
predefined. The customer can select from the list
and set limits, but the list cannot be customized in
any way – by the customer or SAP Concur.

Weekend
Expense
Check

Use this model/rule to detect if any charges were
made on a weekend. This can be configured to
include only one weekend day to allow for common
travel days.
NOTE: This model/rule only applies to the following
Expense Types – Taxi, Meals and Entertainment.
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A receipt submitted
includes a line item for
the hotel pool bar will
be flagged based on
the unauthorized
expense type.

A receipt submitted
with charges on
Saturday/Sunday will
be flagged as a
medium or high risk,
dependent on
configuration.
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